RESERVOIRS OF HUMAN PATHOGENS

DRIVERS OF PATHOGEN EMERGENCE
Institute of Medicine (2003) Microbial Threats to Health
• Model for no. spp N discovered in year n for n>1954 is:
• Approximate f(p) as Poisson (low probabilities p; large pool, K)
• Fit to observed N(n) by maximum likelihood; parameter distributions by MCMC
• Define prediction intervals by simulation 
HOST RANGE AND RECEPTOR USAGE
» Use of conserved receptor necessary but not sufficient condition for broad host range
FIGHTING EMERGING PATHOGENS
• Expect the unexpected -Effective surveillance for new disease events -Surveillance in potential reservoirs or sentinels • Surveillance does not begin at home -Need effective international co-operation -Investment in infrastructure and human capacity • Multi-disciplinary approach -Co-operation between public health and animal health agencies -Biological and ecological drivers of pathogen emergence » Global observatory for infectious diseases
DETECTION, IDENTIFICATION, MONITORING
• Buying time -early detection allowing early action
• Enabling more effective and efficient targeting of resources
• Opening up new opportunities for disease management Foresight (2006) 
